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the saili simulator launcher has been developed
with the explicit intention of being compliant with
the new fsf's gnu general public license (gpl)
version 3. the launcher has been developed with
a particular focus on providing a software tool
that supports users in easily installing saili
without requiring them to have a working
knowledge of the linux operating system and the
related components. the launcher can be
installed directly on any x86 linux machine. the
launcher itself is capable of running a single
simulator or a single pair of simulators. it can run
saili in an interactive mode (or interactive
emulation mode) or in a non-interactive mode.
the simulator launcher also has a set of script
files that can be used to easily create new saili
simulators, both single simulators and pairs of
simulators. the script files are provided as a way
of creating saili simulators in an easy-to-follow
way without requiring the user to have a working
knowledge of the saili command line options. if a
user wants to run a pair of simulators they need
only to use the provided script files and specify
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the two simulator(s) to be run. the saili simulator
launcher can easily be installed on any linux
machine in the form of a package and the source
code is distributed as open source software under
the gpl license. the sources are also available for
windows and mac os x. the launcher has been
tested on both ubuntu linux 16.04 and linux mint
18.2. the saili simulator launcher is designed to
run on any machine that has a working version of
the gnu linux operating system. a working
version of the gnu linux operating system is
defined as version 3.8 (released in 2012) or
higher. the gnu linux operating system must also
support the development tools required to
compile and install the tool. there are two
compilers provided with the gnu linux operating
system: gnu compiler collection (gcc) and gnu c
compiler (gcc). the gnu linux operating system
also requires a number of other development
tools. it is possible to install all of these
development tools on a gnu linux machine using
the autotools package management tool. the gnu
linux operating system also requires a working
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version of the gnu c library. the gnu c library is a
software library that provides a set of library
functions, among which is the capability to
compile and run c code. the gnu c library can be
downloaded from the gnu c library download site.
the gnu c library can be installed on any gnu
linux machine using the packages package
management tool.
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